An evaluation of methods for detecting brain activations from functional neuroimages.
Brain activation studies based on PET or fMRI seek to explore neuroscience questions by statistically analyzing the acquired images to produce statistical parametric images (SPIs). An increasingly wide range of univariate and multivariate analysis techniques are used to generate SPIs in order to detect mean-signal activations and/or long-range spatial interactions. However, little is known about the comparative detection performance of even simple techniques in finite data sets. Our aims are (1) to empirically compare the detection performance of a range of techniques using simulations of a simple image phantom and receiver operating characteristics (ROC) analysis, and (2) to construct two near-optimal detectors, both generalized likelihood ratio tests as upper performance bounds. We found that for finite samples of (10-100) images, even when the t-test with single-voxel variance estimates (single-voxel t-test) is the "correct" (i.e. unbiased) model for simple local additive signals, better detection performance is obtained using pooled variance estimates or adaptive, multivariate covariance-based detectors. Normalization by voxel-based variance estimates causes significantly decreased detection performance using either single-voxel t-tests or correlation-coefficient thresholding compared to pooled-variance t-tests or covariance thresholding, respectively. Moreover, we found that SVD by itself, or followed by an adaptive Fisher linear discriminant, provides a detector that is (1) more sensitive to mean differences than a single-voxel t-test, (2) insensitive to the large local signal variances detected by covariance thresholding, and (3) much more sensitive to signal correlations than correlation-coefficient thresholding. Adaptive, multivariate covariance-based approaches and pooled-variance t-tests represent promising directions for obtaining optimal signal detection in functional neuroimaging studies.